
Higher Pneumatics 

Safety 

• Wear safety goggles 

• Don’t blow air at anyone, not even yourself 

• Don’t let compressed air come in contact with your skin 

• Check all connections are secure before turning on the air 

• Don’t leave pipes trailing along the floor 

 

Advantages of Pneumatic System 

Clean - Pneumatic systems are clean because they use compressed air. If a pneumatic     

system develops a leak, it will be air that escapes and not oil. 

Safe - Pneumatic systems are very safe compared to other systems. We cannot, for           

example, use electronics for paint spraying because many electronic components produce 

sparks. 

Reliable - Pneumatic systems are very reliable and can keep working for a long time. 

Economical - If we compare pneumatic systems to other systems, we find that they are 

cheaper to run. This is because the components last for a long time. 

Flexible - Once you have bought the basic components, you can set them up to carry out      

different tasks. 

Force, Pressure, Area Calculations 

where force is measured in newtons 

(N), pressure is measured in Nmm-2 

and area is measured in mm2  

Outstroke area of a piston Instroke area of a piston 



Fault finding Describing circuits 

When V1 is actuated a pilot signal actuates V2 causing CA to outstroke. 

As CA outstrokes there is a delay then V4 is actuated. 

V4 causes CB to outstroke and actuates V3. 

V3 cuts of the pilot signal to V4. 

After a delay V4 and V2 are actuated causing both cylinders to instroke. 

Both cylinders will instroke anytime V5 is actuated. 

When Valve 1 is actuated, pilot air flows to V9 causing the main air through V9 to be 
cut off. It also sends pilot air to V2, causing cylinder A to instroke. 

This actuates V3 which causes pilot air to flow through V6 which actuates V4 and    
causes cylinder B to outstroke. 

V5 is actuated which sends a pilot signal through V6 to actuate V4 and outstroke     
cylinder B.  V5 also sends a pilot signal to a time delay circuit which will eventually 
actuate V4 and V9. 

When V4 is actuated, cylinder B instrokes and actuates V7. 

V7 will send a pilot signal through V8 to V2 causing cylinder A to outstroke. When  
cylinder A outstrokes it actuates V8 and cuts off the signal to V2 allowing the process 
to begin again. 

Valves 6 and 9 cut off the air supply to prevent cylinders instroking before the        
required conditions are met. 

VA must be released for mains air to flow to VB and VC. 

If VB or VC is actuated then air flows to VF which changes state. 

When VF is actuated C1 will outstroke and VE will be actuated. 

After a time delay, C2 will outstroke. 

When VH is actuated a pilot signal will be sent to VG and VF causing both 
cylinders to instroke.  

When VF has been actuated VE will return to its original state. 

VE’s function is to prevent both sides of VF being actuated at the same time. 

Significantly fewer components would be required so the system would be 
smaller/cheaper/quicker to manufacture. 

Would allow for changes to be made to the function of the system as it can 
be reprogrammed more easily than constructing a replacement pneumatic 
circuit. 

VB lets air through when pressed. 

VB has no exhaust. 

VC is connected to the output of VD. 

The restrictor and reservoir are connected in the wrong sequence. 

There is no restrictor to slow the instroke of the cylinder. 

The ball and valve in the UDR are upside down. 

When VA is pressed, VC is actuated causing C1 to outstroke. 

VA also actuates VE allowing air to exhaust through it but causing 
the outstroke speed to be slow. 

Air must escape through a UDR due to the one-way valve. 

Air cannot exhaust through VD as it has not been actuated. 

When C1 is fully outstroked it actuated VF which resets VC and VE. 

C1 will instroke quickly as air is able to go through the one-way 
valve unrestricted. 

When VB is actuated it actuates VC causing C1 to outstroke. 

VB also actuates VD which allows air to exhaust causing C1 to 
outstroke slowly.  

When C1 is fully outstroked it actuates VF which resets VC and VD. 
C1 will instroke as air is able to go through the one-way valve 
unrestricted. 

The cylinder will outstroke more quickly than if only one valve 
was pressed.  

This is because air can exhaust through both VD and VE           
simultaneously. 


